Christ the Priest Catholic Primary School
Term 2 Newsletter
Friday, 24th May 2019
Dear Parents,
We have had a great start to Term 2. It has been great to see students
participating in excursions and incursions such as Sovereign Hill, Science
Works and Science is Fun, as part of their immersion into learning.
It was wonderful to see so many students buying something special for
mum at the Mother’s Day stall a couple of weeks ago. It was even better
seeing so many mums attend the afternoon tea and classroom visits,
which was hosted by our School Community Group. Mother’s Day is a
special time for families and I thank the SCG for their hard work and time
in organising the stall and the afternoon tea.
We had our first working bee for the year last weekend. A big thank you
to our families who took time out of their weekend to come along and
help out. We were able to clean up the sand around the sandpit, sand
and re-oil the stage and tables outside the grade 6 area, revitalise the
vegetable gardens, remove the
climbing frame, clean rocks for an up
and coming art project and clean
some of the back veranda areas. It
was great to share a barbeque at the
end of the morning and get to know
one another a little better. Thank you
to staff who came along and helped
out.
A big congratulations to our Year 5/6 girls football team who won the
District Finals in overtime. A great achievement for all involved!
Christ the Priest Primary School prides itself on being a Positive Behaviour
Learning (PBL) school. Our STARR expectations are the source of our
learning about what positive behaviour looks like. This is also
complimented by a restorative approach to a situation that may occur
in the classroom or school yard. On occasion, there is a need for students
to be reminded about their behaviour and when poor behaviour
continues it is important that staff at CtP deal with this in a consistent
way. As such a behaviour management approach has been
developed and communicated with students so that the expectations
for their behaviour is clear. You will notice posters in each classroom that
give the same message about what the behaviour process is for both in
the classroom and on the yard.
On a final note, we will celebrate Christ the Priest Feast Day next
Wednesday. As part of our celebrations, students will be participating in
a fun, action-packed tabloid sports experience. Students are invited to
wear comfortable sports appropriate clothes on the day in their house
colours. Following this, we will be celebrating Mass as a whole
community at St Catherine of Siena Church. All families are very
welcome to attend.
Kind regards,
Adele Vesty - Principal

Dates to Remember
Wednesday 29th May





Subway Lunch Day
Christ the Priest Feast Day
12:30pm, St Catherine of Siena
Church
Sacrament of Reconciliation –
6:30pm – 8:00pm, St Catherine
of Siena Church

Monday 3rd June


Prep – 2 Parent Reading Session:
how to help at home 2:15pm –
3:15pm

Wednesday 19th June


First Communion Parent Child
Workshop 6:30pm – 8:00pm

Friday 21st June


Digital Reports Released

Thursday 27th June




TERM 2 ENDS AT 3:15pm
Whole School Assembly at
2:30pm
Parent Teacher Interviews
3:30pm – 7:30pm

Friday 28th June


Parent Teacher Interviews
8:30am – 1:00pm

Monday 15th July


SCHOOL CLOSURE DAY –
No students to attend.
Staff PD Conference

Tuesday 16th July


TERM 2 COMMENCES

Friday 20th September


TERM 3 ENDS

CtP News…
Prep - Year 2 Reading Information Session
On Monday, June 3rd at 2:15pm, we will be running a workshop to look at the components of early reading
development and ways to support at home. Please go to www.schoolinterviews.com.au to
register your interest & enter the code: 4zpuc.
We look forward to seeing you!

Autism for Parents Online Course
This course has been written specifically for parents to give them a better understanding of
Autism Spectrum Disorders and the implications for parenting.
Modules are related to:
 social relationships
 sensory awareness
 behaviour
 outside support
 family
 parents' own life
 life skills
It is recommended to use Chrome browser.
1. Go to: https://aus.oltinternational.net/
2. Click on Victoria, then click on Catholic Education Commission
3. Click on Log On (top right hand corner)
4. Click on Register
5. Enter your details and for course code enter CECV-AFP
6. Click on Register
7. You will be sent a confirmation email – please click on the link.
8. OLT page will open, scroll down the page and select the Autism for Parents icon.
If you have any questions, please contact Shelly Stuart (Learning Diversity Leader): sstuart@ctpcs.catholic.edu.au

Pentecost
What is Pentecost?
Pentecost is the season when Christians celebrate the gift of the Holy Spirit. It is celebrated
on the Sunday 50 days after Easter (the name comes from the Greek pentekoste, "fiftieth").
Pentecost is regarded as the birthday of the Christian church, and the start of the church's
mission to the world. The symbols of Pentecost are those of the Holy Spirit and include flames,
wind, the breath of God and a dove.
The First Pentecost
Pentecost comes from a Jewish harvest festival called Shavuot. The apostles were celebrating this festival
when the Holy Spirit descended on them. It sounded like a very strong wind, and it looked like tongues of
fire. The apostles then found themselves speaking in foreign languages, inspired by the Holy Spirit. People
passing by at first thought that they must be drunk, but the apostle Peter told the crowd that the apostles
were full of the Holy Spirit. Everyone who heard them, no matter what language they spoke, could
understand what the apostles said.
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What’s been happening in our class?
 PREP 
In Prep we have been learning about Baptism. We learnt that when we were baptised we
were welcomed and became part of God’s family. We have also been learning about our
family history. We have identified our family names, members of our
families and investigated the similarities and differences between
families, and how they have changed over time. In Maths, we have been
using a number track to assist us to count by 2’s and identify even
and odd numbers. When learning about odd and even numbers,
we discovered an AB pattern that can help us to count by 2’s. In Literacy we have
continued to learn our letters and sounds. We have also started to write down the
sounds we hear in words and try our best in our writing.

 YEAR 1 
In Year 1, we have been learning about Lifecycles. We have looked
at many different animals, including chickens, butterflies and darkling
beetles. We have even been lucky enough to have real-life examples
of these animals in our classrooms. We have been observing the
changes that these animals go through. Here are some of our
students sharing their learning about animal life cycles:
Chickens: “A chick starts as an egg. The chick uses its beak to peck out of the egg. Then
a hatchling turns into a hen. The hen lays more eggs.” – Summer Y 1Green
Butterflies: “A caterpillar comes out of an egg. It is a caterpillar. The caterpillar turns into
a chrysalis. A chrysalis turns into a butterfly.” – Sharlize G 1Blue
Darkling Beetles: “They start as eggs and then mealworms and then change into pupas
and then into darkling beetles.” – Christian R 1Red
Mealworms: “We learned that mealworms eat carrots, apples and pumpkins. They don’t
drink water because they can get the water from the fruit.” – Cooper T 1Red

 YEAR 2 
It has been a very busy start to Term 2 with lots of things happening.
In Investigations, the Year 2 children have been very excited
learning about Science this term. In week 2 students were
immersed in the Kitchen Chemistry incursion where they had the
opportunity to experiment and discover the different reactions
that can occur with different chemicals found in the kitchen when
they are mixed together. It looks like we may have a few future scientists among us!

 YEAR 3 
This term, the Year 3s are investigating causes of natural change on planet Earth. During Week 1, the
students participated in a Science Discovery Dome Incursion which provided them with the opportunity
to enter an inflatable planetarium dome. Once inside, the students gazed in
amazement as they found themselves surrounded by projected images of the
Earth, the Sun and the Moon. Emma, the presenter, provided interesting
information about the Sun and the Moon and explained how they affect Earth.
The students had a wonderful time and this experience heightened their interest in
the topic and generated further questions and wonderings.
Some interesting facts students discovered:
There is frozen water on the surface of the moon – Mary Nikka A 3Blue
Earth takes 1 year to rotate around the Sun – William C 3Blue
The footprint of the first person to walk on the moon is still there because there is no
wind or rain to wipe it away – Madison W 3Blue
There is no weather on the Moon – Chanel B 3Blue
The Sun is a million times bigger than Earth – Alexia P 3Blue

We have 4 Seasons because Earth rotates around the Sun – Autumn H 3Blue
The Sun is a medium sized star – Marcus B 3Blue
There are 100 billion stars in our Galaxy – Kade M 3Blue
The Earth rotates around its own axis and when it faces the Sun it is daytime – Kayla B 3Blue
Some student wonderings:
How does the Earth rotate and move around the Sun? – Madilyn N 3Blue
How does rain form? – Prabal B 3Blue
How does the Moon rotate around the Earth? – Jasmine L 3Blue
Why are there four seasons? – Joshua S 3Blue
What is a lunar eclipse? – Sean A 3Blue
Why is the Sun bigger than the Moon? – Noah S 3Blue
How hot is the Sun? – Mareeta H 3Blue

 YEAR 4 
In writing this term, we have been learning how to write a scientific experiment. The structure of a scientific
experiment is Title, Aim, Hypothesis, Equipment, Method and Results. We viewed a science experiment
about adding ink to milk and had to write about the experiment - Kristi Ann N 4Green
We have been learning about poems. We have learnt that not all poems have to rhyme.
There are many different types of poems that we have learnt, one being a cinquain
poem - Pietro M 4Green
On Tuesday, 14th May, we went on an excursion. We went to Scienceworks and were
roller coaster engineers, and then we went to a show about liquids, gases and solids. We
went upstairs and played different activities and I liked it a lot - Flora J 4Blue
In Maths, I have learned a good strategy to add two numbers. If I had 36+53 I will add the tens first and
then the ones. Here is an example, 30+50 = 80 and 6+3 = 9 then 80+9= 89. I felt happy because it was
easier to find the answer this way - Jessie M 4Red
In Investigation, we watched a science experiment. It was great to see what happened when dishwashing
detergent was added to milk and food colouring (four colours were used). When the detergent was
added, the colours swirled and turned making an explosion of colour. This happened because the fat
molecules in the milk rushed around to join the soap molecules. I enjoyed watching the colours dancing
around - Alea C 4Red

 YEAR 5 
The Year 5s made their annual trip to Sovereign Hill and what a great time they had!
Their day was filled with learning about the Eureka Stockade, gold panning, mining,
life in Ballarat in the 1800s and many more things. Some children were even lucky
enough to find gold in the creek. Each class had a session in the
‘old world’ classroom, where they sat, with six children to a desk,
with backs straight and the most immaculate manners you have
ever heard. They played the old time games, wrote with a pen in ink and tried on some
of the fashions of the time. To make it rich in the Goldfield you had to be lucky! The best
job to have was a shop owner - they were never out of business! Thanks to the parents
who came with us, and to Mr Justin and Mr Xavier who came along (mostly for the lollies though!)

 YEAR 6 
This Term in Year 6 we are studying Biological and Chemical Science for Investigations. So far we have
begun some experiments to investigate changing states of matter. We have learnt that matter changes
state through a variety of ways, including melting, freezing, boiling and condensation. Some changes in
matter are reversible and some are irreversible. We also explored how different liquids change raw eggs,
for example how vinegar dissolved the egg shell and turned the egg rubbery. We have also been learning
about famous scientists throughout history and recognising that we are scientists as well. We have enjoyed
participating in some experiments and look forward to learning about how animals and plants change
and adapt.

 VISUAL ARTS 
“Creativity is allowing yourself to make mistakes. Art is knowing which ones to keep.” Scott Adams
Term 2 is proving to be a very creative term indeed. Preps are consolidating their folding
and cutting skills as they create paper collages.
Year 1 and 2 students have been introduced to Larry the snake, our resident Art Room
toy snake. He has been helping them explore different types of lines and transform them
into patterns.
Year 3 and 4 students are studying colour theory, in particular the relationship between
warm and cool colours and complementary colours.
Year 5 and 6 students are developing their design process either to construct a sculpture or to prepare a
garden design.
In the coming months, the students are going to create various artworks about cultural diversity. To enrich
our students’ learning, I’m after members of our school community from different cultural backgrounds to
share their artistic knowledge in the Art Room. Please do not hesitate to contact me if you or a member
of your family is interested in participating. Happy creating! Parent helpers are more than welcome to
assist in the Art Room between Tuesday and Thursday. To register your interest to help, you can contact
me on acardona@ctpcs.catholic.edu.au
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 DRAMA 
Have you ever stopped to think about how Drama, and its many elements, are used in ordinary and
everyday life? Most people probably do not really realise just how often we apply some of the valuable
drama teachings to everyday situations. Here are some examples based on some of the learnings CtP
students are exploring this term….
Fictional character roles - Prep
Have you been to a dress up party lately? Or been to a themed dinner, on a cruise or
to a fundraiser? Most adults forget the pure joy associated with
‘pretending’ and how much fun we have while getting dressed up.
However, once we get the chance, it all comes flooding back...ahhh,
the simple joy of escapism! Our Preps certainly have no trouble at all getting right into
character...and jump at the chance to use props in storytelling.
Communicating non-verbal messages (mime) – Years 1 and 2
Sometimes you cannot use your voice, so hand gestures and facial
expressions can do all the talking for you. Mums and dads, how often
do you SHUSH the kids, show that angry face, give the thumbs up, or
relay a story to others using hand movements? Probably more than
you realise!
Improvisation – Years 3 & 4
Even with all the best of intentions, planning and organising, sometimes things go pear shaped! So, what
do you do when all else fails, you improvise! We have all had to think on the spot, get a Plan B, or at times,
make quick last minute decisions. Our year 3&4s are practising doing just that in Drama. They have been
improvising their little hearts out, and have most definitely created some entertaining and sporadic stories
along the way.
Speeches & Monologues – Years 5 & 6
If we took a random poll right now, most people would probably say that public speaking wasn’t their
favourite thing to do. But let’s face it, how many times have most of us had to deliver a speech or present
to an audience...at work, in uni, at the local footy club. One thing is certain; the students at CtP are
practising these skills almost every time they come to Drama. They are continually practising and improving
on their ability to communicate ideas and messages to an audience, while gaining greater confidence
to present to others on a regular basis. CtP students of the future are on their way!

 MUSIC 
Learning an instrument has so many benefits and our well-resourced music room allows our students to
learn basic principles of instrumental music during music specialist times. Many of our students have
instrumental lessons outside of school and the school band is a great way to use all of these wonderful

talents. Christ the Priest’s Senior Band meets every Thursday at first lunch and our keen band members who
can’t wait to show our school community what they have been working on. Did you know that choral
singing is good for you! It improves your mood and provides a sense of belonging to something that is
bigger than just one person. Christ the Priest School Choir meets most Tuesdays during first lunch break.
Currently, the school choir is working on a performance for the end of term 2 so please watch this space
for details of when this performance will take place. We have also been learning a number of songs to
sing for our Christ the Priest Feast Day mass and the Sacrament of Reconciliation. We are always looking
for new members so if your child loves singing and are in Years 3 - 6, please encourage them to come
along to one of our lunchtime sessions to sign up.

 DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES 
Our new STEAM space is coming along well and we are hoping to have it up and running over the next
few weeks. The STEAM space will be located in the mezzanine (upstairs space) of our Discovery Centre
and it will be a place where are students can explore, create and problem solve using a range of
resources. The STEAM space will feature a LEGO MASTERS corner and we can’t wait to show you what our
students will create. We are always looking for donations of LEGO, so if you or someone you know are
having a clean out, please send any unwanted LEGO our way. Our featured robot for this newsletter is
Edison. The Edison robot is a powerful, engaging tool for teaching kids computational thinking and
computer programming in a hands-on way. Children as young as four years old can begin to explore the
STEM education topics of coding and robotics using Edison’s pre-set programs and remote-control
operation capabilities. Older students can learn the fundamentals of coding and program Edison using
block coding or script. Edison also works with any LEGO brick compatible building system to be able to
automate LEGO creations. This term, our Year 3 students will be programming Edison to go on a trip
overseas keeping in mind the differences in seasons and weather between the northern and southern
hemispheres.

 PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
Cross Country
On Monday 6th May, 26 students attended the District Cross Country Competition at More Park in Sunshine.
We were originally scheduled to compete on Thursday 2nd May but we were washed out due to poor
weather. The students did a fantastic job on the day with many great results. Our school came in 3rd
position out of the 10 schools in Caroline Springs, with 8 students progressing to the Division Finals at
Brimbank Park later in the term. A big well done to Kobi B – 6 Red who won the boys 12/13-year-old event.
Thanks to Tanya Harding, Xavier Lane and Steven Everett for attending on the day along with our parent
helper Melissa Buttigieg.
Interschool sports
On Friday 3rd May and Friday 10th May, our students participated in the District Winter Interschool Sports.
We had students participating in Tball which was held at Brookside ovals and students participating in
soccer which was held at Springside soccer pitches. Our Tball teams all did a great job especially battling
through the rain in week 2. Our soccer teams also did a great job especially in the wet on Friday 10th with
our boy’s B team winning all of their games to make the Grand Final against an undefeated Parkwood
Green team. In the final our boys played a great game coming away with a 3-0 win. Well done to all of
our teams and a big good luck to our boys on Friday 28th June at the Keilor Division Finals.
Girls Football
On Friday 17th May our girls in years 5 and 6 attended the annual Caroline Springs District Girls Football
Championships at the Town Centre Ovals in Caroline Springs. We had 2 teams with 17 girls in each team,
Christ the Priest Stars and Christ the Priest Lakers. It was a fantastic day with
the sun shining brightly and our girls ready to play Football. Our girls did a
great job and after the pool games, Christ the Priest Stars who were
undefeated progressed to the grand-final against the also undefeated
Creekside team. The Grand Final was an epic encounter with Christ the Priest
taking the early lead with an early goal but Creekside fought back to have
a 12-point lead with just under 3 minutes to play. From that point on our girls
were on fire kicking 2 goals in the last 3 minutes to tie the game at the final
siren for a 25 vs 25 draw. With the game locked at the conclusion they
continued to play golden point with the first team to score being crowned winners and district champions.
Within the first minute our girls scored a point and took the win by the closest of margins 26 to 25. Well done
to our girls and good luck in the next round as they progressed to the Division Finals! A big thanks to Mr
David and Mrs Lewis for helping get the teams organised and coaching on the day while I ran the
competition. Thanks as well to Rosie Cutropia for washing the jumpers, shorts and socks. Lastly a big well
done to Caitlin Volpe and Olivia Hannett for representing the school at the Super Kick competition.

Nationally Consistent Collection of Data (NCCD) On School Students with Disability
What is the Nationally Consistent Collection of Data?
Schools must now complete the Nationally Consistent Collection of Data on School Students with Disability (NCCD)
every year. It counts the number of students who receive additional adjustments or “help” at school because of a
disability. The NCCD helps governments plan for the needs of students with disability.
Who is counted in the data collection?
To count a student in the NCCD, schools must think through some key questions:
1. Is the student getting help at school so that they can take part in education on the same basis as other students?
2. Is the help given because of a disability? The word ‘disability’ comes from the Disability Discrimination Act 1992
(DDA) and it can include many students.
3. Has the school talked to you or your child about the help that they provide?
4. Has the school kept records about the help they provide, the student needs and the reasons that the student
needs this help? The school will need to keep copies of tests, student work, assessments, records of meetings,
medical reports or other paperwork and information about how the student’s learning is moving along over time.
Once the school decides that the student should be counted in the NCCD, they then choose a disability group and
one of four levels of help that has been given to the student.
What does the word ‘disability’ mean in the NCCD?
In the NCCD the word ‘disability’ comes from the Disability Discrimination Act 1992 (DDA). There are four types of
disability that the school can choose from: sensory, cognitive, social-emotional and physical.
Many students that need help at school can be counted in the NCCD. For example, students with learning problems,
e.g. specific learning disability or reading difficulty (sometimes called dyslexia), health problems (e.g. epilepsy or
diabetes), physical disability (e.g. cerebral palsy), vision/hearing loss and social-emotional problems (e.g. selective
mutism, Autism Spectrum Disorder, anxiety).
Letters from doctors or specialists can be very helpful for schools as they plan how to support students with their
learning. Schools do not need to have these letters before they can count a student in NCCD. Teachers can use all
that they know about the student’s learning and the records that they have collected over time to decide if a student
can be counted in the NCCD.
What sort of help does the school give students?
Students need different types of help at school. Some students need a little help sometimes while other students need
a lot of help nearly all the time. The type of help given depends on the needs of the student. The help can include
changes to the school buildings or grounds (e.g. ramps or things like special desks or chairs), extra teacher help in
classes, special learning programs, changes to the work they give the student or extra adult help.
How will the NCCD be different this year?
All schools have been counting students in the NCCD since 2015. The government will use the NCCD data as part of
the funding to schools.
What will the school need to know about my child for the NCCD?
Schools work together with families to understand the needs of each child. It is helpful if families give their child’s
teacher a copy of any letters or reports they have. The letters or reports will help the school understand the child and
the help that they might need. Letters from doctors, psychologists, speech pathologists, doctor, and occupational
therapists etc. can be very helpful for schools. These reports along with information that the teacher has (i.e. school
based tests, your child’s work and learning plans) helps the school to understand and meet your child’s needs.
What happens to the NCCD data? Who will have the NCCD information?
Each school principal must check the NCCD data in August of each year. The school will give the information to the
Catholic Education Office. The school will work with the Catholic Education Office to make sure that the NCCD data
is OK before they give the data to the government. The government will not be given the names of any students or
any letters or records. Please ask your school for their privacy policy if you need to know more.
Does the school need me to agree with them about counting my child in the NCCD?
Amendments were made to the Australian Education Act 2013 and Australian Education Regulation 2013). Schools
do not need you to agree to let them count a child in the NCCD. You cannot ask the school not to count your child.
Where can I find out more?
Please contact your child’s school if you have further questions about the NCCD and/or refer to the national NCCD
Portal.

